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Steamy, Sexy Bad Boys Of Baseball! Can Summer Get Any Hotter?I never claimed to be the

greatest pitcher in the worldâ€”then again, maybe I didâ€”but I was probably drunk off my ass trying

to seduce some chick. I had no intention of ever becoming Cody Wright, the bestâ€”or the greatest.

That was more my old manâ€™s dream. The REAL Mr. Wright.So, what the hell was I doing starting

my rookie season with the Oklahoma City Warriors? Well, the way I see it, playing baseball was

what I was born to do. It was easy. Just like the ladies.And the title and paycheck afforded me

everything I could ever wantâ€”hot cars and even hotter women.Everything was peachy keen to my

standardsâ€”until a chance meeting with a brunette spinner named Chelsea Brooks rocked my world

and changed the game for good.You donâ€™t get to be a pro ball player without a few skeletons in

your closetâ€”secrets that could cost me everything. The fame, the money, and worst of

allâ€¦Chelsea.Bring the Heat is a standalone novel with an HEA. It's got a little bit of baseball and a

whole lot of HEAT! Filthy talking athletes who can melt your panties in thirty seconds or less! In

fact...you should probably just leave them at the door!Donâ€™t miss KBâ€™s brand new steamy

bad boy sports romance of the summer! No Cliffhangers!
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I LOVE Cody and Chelsea. They are the atypical couple and show us how it can be done! Cody is a

cocky baseball phenom. When he arrives at the big league from the minors he is a cocky guy on the

outside but nervous as heck on the inside. The coach makes a big mistake and throws him in to

save the game as his first play. Despite throwing a 102 mph fastball...the guy hits it out of the park.

Cody's adoring fans turn fickle and become a jeering horde.Paris is engaged to Robby, another

player of the Warriors and Chelsea's best friend. Chelsea is a beautiful and brilliant video game

designer who lives in her own little world.Trying to meet a deadline for a new game she becomes

even more introverted. Paris comes to the rescue and drags her into the real world by taking her to

Cody's debut ballgame. After the fiasco of the home run, Robby invites Cody to come to dinner with

him, Paris and Chelsea. Cody falls in lust with Chelsea and it's on like donkey kong. He is

determined to get her in bed. The banter back and forth between Cody and Chelsea is at times

hilarious. As Cody earns his fanbase back with some winning moves his cock of the walk persona

comes back.When they finally fall into bed, the sex is so good that "hit it and quit it" Cody wants

more. As they get to know each other lust turns into love. Throw in a beautiful team PR rep from

Cody AND Chelsea's past and their fragile relationship is truly tested. Hearts can break in an

instant, but can heal just as quickly if the love is true. Paris and Robby add a lot of background spice

to Cody and Chelsea's story. (I truly hope we see them again in this series.)This book has it all. You

will laugh your a*# off at Cody's transformation from a "player" to a boyfriend. Chelsea also

transforms from a shy introvert to Cody's loudest and truest fan.

Bring The Heat: A Bad Boy Sports Romance is a great beginning of a new series!!! I gotta admit up

front, I hate sports....all of them! So, of course, I'm not a fan of books that have sports themes. That

is, until KB Winters writes one! KB Winters has such a way of telling a story that even I, who can't

stand sports, loved it!! No matter what this author writes about, it's always a great story that you

don't want to put down! This is a stand alone and because KB Winters is the cliffhanger queen, it felt

strange not to have one! But, I LOVE IT!!Cody is a cocky baseball player. Wasn't really his intention

but somehow that's what he was meant to do. The benefits are great..hot cars and hot women!He's

enjoying being a man who "enjoys" the company of women until he meets Chelsea and then the

whole game changes! Will he change his ways? Can Cody really fall in love?I loved Chelsea and

Cody!! Their bantering had me laughing and the sex had me wanting to read faster!! Love is never

easy and when secrets are involved, it makes it so you have to work that much harder to make it

work!!



I loved this sports themed romance. Cody and Chelsea were such a great couple, had sizzling

chemistry. Cody is the Warriors' newest pitcher and he meets Chelsea after his first game. She's

the best friend of his fellow teammate's fiance Paris, who has dragged Chelsea to one of their

games. I loved how much Chelsea resisted Cody's efforts at seducing her. She didn't have the time,

nor the inclination, for a cocky, bad boy athlete. She had an app/game to finish and Cody would just

get in the way of that.But, she could only resist Cody's charm & their chemistry for so long before

she gave in. Once she gave in, though, they were so good together. Cody was so sweet and

supportive of her work, and Chelsea was so appreciative of him and even turned into a baseball fan,

when she had previously not given two hoots for any sports. Their banter, both before they were a

couple, and during, was honestly the best part of Bring the Heat. It was funny and sexy and sweet,

just like the two of them together.Alas, as in any good romance, there was a big obstacle to their

relationship, in the form of Cody's psychotic, raging b---h of an ex, who causes no small problems. I

really wanted to reach through my Kindle and smack her, she was that vile! Add in the fact that she

had made Chelsea's high school years a terror, and Chelsea's insecurities about herself and the

strength of her relationship with Cody, and you have some serious drama. Thankfully, Cody, with

the help of Paris (she's awesome!!!!) is able to get through to Chelsea and apologize and beg for

her forgiveness.If you like your sports romances with sexy, cocky athletes and strong, sweet

heroines with hot chemistry, then I really recommend you read Bring the Heat.I received an ARC for

an honest review.

Wow, loved Cody in this baseball story, the typical one nighter until he meets Chelseaâ•¤ï¸•. She

was determined to not give in to his flirty ways, until she couldn't any longer!! Now you'll have to

read this story, to find out how convincing Cody was/ could be, and Chelsea caved or not. Laughter,

funny, jealousy, vindictive, mean girls, love, compassion, romance, beautiful story, how true love

prevailsðŸ˜Š!
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